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Jimmy's boa constrictor wreaks havoc on the class trip to a farm.
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"A top-notch choice that children will not want to put down."

Steven Kellogg is a beloved author and illustrator who has published than 100 picture books,

including the classicsÂ The Mysterious Tadpole, Can I Keep Him?, The Island of the Skog, Is Your

Mama a Llama?,Â and this book,Â Pinkerton, Behave!,Â which was onÂ Horn

BookÂ andÂ Booklistâ€™sÂ Best of the Year lists and led to four sequels. A winner of the Regina

Medal for his lifetime contribution to childrenâ€™s literature, Steven Kelloggâ€™s books have

received numerous accolades, such as being named Reading Rainbow featured selections and

winning theÂ Boston Globe-Horn BookÂ Award, the Irma Simonton Black Award, the IRA-CBC

Childrenâ€™s Choice Award, and theÂ Parentsâ€™ ChoiceÂ Award. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.

Probably the top book loved by my sons when they were little. Recently sent it to a friend's



grandson to celebrate his little sister being born. The story is goofy, but little kids LOVE goofy. But

it's adorable: a conversation between mom and kid; we read the book to my son so much that he'd

often just start the conversation with me without the book, as he had memorized it! How fun is that?

My son brought home a book about Jimmy's adventure to an aquarium and LOVED it and so I

checked to see if they had any others in this series and it brought me to this. He did not enjoy this

one nearly as much as the other book. Cute, but the 6 year old has spoken!

Funny and fresh, featuring a dauntless young girl and her adventurous friend with a friendly pet

snake. The story is told backward and so the reader can unfold clues in words and pictures to figure

out the sequence of events at a very funny class field trip to a farm. Or a younger reader can just

revel in the surprising situations. A joy!

This book, and it's storyline, may be a little young for my almost nine year old daughter, but upon

reading it to her (a bedtime ritual), she was quite engaged with the detail of the pictures. On that

front, the book is terrifically detailed, providing an abundance of visual information that (probably

purposefully) contrasts nicely with the short, unexcited answers the narrative character (a daughter

returning from a field trip) doles out in response to her mom's eager questions (a dynamic I can

relate to). Once we were done reading, my daughter studied the pages to make sure there weren't

any undiscovered evidence of funny goings-on at the farm. I'm sure she'll be intrigued enough to

peruse it again.

This was one of our favorites growing up, and now we're excited to share it with our kid too.

Great story, wish paperbacks like these were less expensive since they are so flimsy.

My granddaughter loves this book! It is one of our summer reading books. She is 6 years old, going

into 2nd grade in the fall. This is a book that captures your eye with the fun illustrations, plus the

story itself is hilarious. We read it together and later in the day I saw her in her reading corner

enjoying this book. I would highly recommend The Day Jimmy's Boa At the Wash to any preschool

or early elementary school child.

I bought this for my kids because I remembered how much I loved it as a kid. They quickly fell in



love with this book for all the reasons I did. Still to this day when I ask them how school was they

say,"Oh good, until cow started crying." ;)
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